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Star in your own story...
This book is the chance for you to become the star of your 
own story!

Top tips for drawing and writing...

1. Use a sketchbook to practise drawing and try out your idea.   

2. Don’t worry if you make a mistake: art is all about  
 experimenting! 

3. There is no right or wrong way to draw, just try and find   
 what suits you. 

4. Fun ideas and interesting characters are what people like   
 best about a good story. So start by just getting your ideas   
 down! 

5. When you’re thinking of ideas, think big. What’s more   
 than drinking all the water in a jug? Drinking all the water  
            in the tap! 



Do you look happy, 

serious, sh
ocked?

What does your 
hair look like?

You are the main character in your very own story! 
Draw yourself as a character using the outline below to start you off.

What are youwearing?

Can you match

your skin tone?



Draw some arms and legs... ...then add eyes, a mouth and a nose.

Add your hair, 
a bit of colour and... 
taa daa!!

Eyes

Mouths

Noses



One day you’re at home when an animal rings on the doorbell!
Who can it be? Circle the animal you find at your door...

Describe the animal that you let into your home - does it seem  
friendly? Cheeky? What colour is it? And can it speak?



Draw the animal somewhere in your home. Which room is it in? 
What is it doing? 

What does the animal want when it comes into your home? 
Food? Help? A friend? Directions home? Somewhere to rest?



What problems does the animal cause in your home? How?  

How do you help the animal? 



How do you fix the problems the animal causes? 

How does your story end? Happily ever after?
Does the animal leave forever? Or does it come back?



Can you bring all your wonderful ideas together and write your story?

Now you’ve finished, go back 
And give your story a name! 

 

One day an animal rang on my doorbell. It was a...



Can you bring all your wonderful ideas together and write your story?



Write a short blurb about your story...

Tell everyone about you, the creator!

Z-arts would like to thank all our partners for their continued support encouraging children, families and 
schools to prioritise reading for pleasure and help to improve literacy across Manchester and beyond.


